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 Stay positive during the storm that is fear. 
 
I had a very familiar deja-vu experience this week as I 
was reading a certain newspaper. In the business 
section was an article on the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand’s predictions of up to 50% house value drops 
in New Zealand if unemployment fell to a certain level. 
First of all I could go on all day about why that is almost 
certainly highly unlikely, but what made the whole 
thing even more laughable was when I turned to the 
sports section, the same journalist who had written the 
article had also written a story on the All Blacks. So 
where does this journalists expertise lie?  
 
My point to this is that we must all be very careful of 
what we read in the media – take it for a grain of salt. I 
expect that you will take what I say and look into my 
claims in regards to property as well. We should do this 
with everything we hear, seek the full story by finding 
information and facts from all sides. It is particularly 
important with property, whether you own your own 
home, are looking to buy or you are an investor, that 
we analyse every possible option for how we do things 
and always look to improve.   
 
Knowledge is everything in the property game, as well 
as experience. Most journalists don’t have either of 
these when it comes to property and the finite details 
of property investment or strategies.  
 
You can read my opinion column on this experience 
with the RBNZ’s predictions on my website.  
 
But in the meantime – Stay positive. Your home value is 
not in free fall.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Toby. 
 
Property owner, 
investor, enthusiast 
and absolute data & 
research geek on 
anything property! 

Interest Rates – Down, down and....well down. 
 
I have had a few emails from readers, as well as people 
in the New Zealand Property Investor’s chat group on 
Facebook, asking what my thoughts are on interest 
rates and when is the best time to lock in a rate. 
 
My general answer is simple – now. But I also want to 
delve into some strategies that one could take to 
manage their interest rates and structures efficiently 
 
It is important to note that the Reserve Bank of NZ has 
committed to keeping the Official Cash Rate (OCR) at 
0.25% until March 2021.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It is my personal belief of the indications given by the 
RBNZ, as well as my own research, that the OCR will 
be dropped to negative 0.25% in May 2021. This will be 
passed on at the banks to lenders with 1 – 2 year rates 
of 2.00%. 
 
I believe that by September, these rates will be in the 
1.50% - 1.80% range.  
 
If I have to decide what to do in the next few months 
what should I do? 
 
I have three home loans coming due for this type of 
decision over the next three months, and on all of 
them I will be fixing for one year at the current rates of 
2.50%. I will then fix them next year in October at the 
new lower rates for 1 – 2 years.  
 
Some people will say “why not stay on the floating 
rate of 4.40% until April and then fix at a lower rate of 
2.00% instead of 2.50% now?” 
 
Because I have worked it out. You will lose 
approximately $3,600 over the next seven months by 
floating on that higher rate. No thanks! 

THIS IS NOT A COPYRIGHT DOCUMENT! 

SPREAD THE WORD 

(Q) Why don’t we get a 0.25% rate at our bank? 
 

(A) When people put their money into a term deposit 
at the bank, the bank pays out interest (currently) of 
about 1.5% to those people. In turn, they use these 
term deposits to lend to us mortgage holders. They 
have to add a margin to it, about 1%. Hence the 2.5% 
rates we pay at the bank. 
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I have been asked about some strategies for how to 
structure loans or things to consider when doing so. I 
have broken this down into the two categories of 
residential property – Owner Occupier & Investment. 
 
Owner Occupied Homes 
 

1) Consider having a revolving credit as part of 
your mortgage. E.G. In a $400,000 mortgage, 
have $40,000 as a revolving credit. Have your 
wages come into this account and any spare 
money each week or fortnight will sit there and 
keep your interest down. If you have a rainy 
day such as you need to fix your car, or want 
to take a holiday, you can withdrawal this 
money without any questions from the bank. It 
is effectively savings.  
 

2) If you want to follow the low rates down then 
keep fixing for 1 year only. The RBNZ usually 
moves the OCR by 0.25% at a time. If they 
decide to start bringing the rates back up in a 
few years, you can easily ring the bank, break 
your 1 year fixing and then re-fix for 5 years at 
a good, stable rate. The bank is unlikely to 
charge a break fee because you will be re-
fixing at a slightly higher rate to secure 5-years 
so they will make a bit more profit in the long 
term and won’t be too worried about you 
breaking. 
 

3) Fixed home loans are not ideal if you plan to 
pay off as much as possible every fortnight or 
month because you will be charged an ERC or 
“Early Repayment Charge”. However, most 
banks will allow you to pay off 5% each re-fix 
period. On a $400,000 mortgage, that is 
$20,000. This is where having the revolving 
credit is a good idea because at the re-fix time 
you simply take out some of the money you 
have accumulated and slap it down on your 
mortgage. Some banks such as BNZ will allow 
you to increase your regular mortgage 
payments up to 3 times a year, and even 
decrease it back to the minimum if need be. If 
you do have the ability to pay off your 
mortgage aggressively, then consider a large 
revolving credit such as $100,000. More than 
that? Just float your entire loan or use the extra 
money to invest in property! 
 

 
 

Investment Properties 
 

1) Interest only loans are the best thing since 
sliced bread. You are running a business and in 
business – CASH is KING. Focus on paying 
down the principal portion of your own home, 
not your investment property. Interest is tax 
deductible as well, principal is not. By not 
paying the principal portion, you will decrease 
your expenses. If you are on interest only, if the 
rates go from 2.50% to 1.80%, then that is a 28% 
saving in your interest expense – that’s 
massive!  $2,800 a year on a $400,000 loan. 
 

2) Revolving credit – same game plan as the 
owner occupied one across the page. A 
$10,000 - $20,000 revolving credit per house is a 
good amount. 
 

3) Ensure that if you are on interest only loans, 
that your re-fixing period for your loans also 
lines up with the period that your interest only 
runs out.  E.G. If Westpac has given you a 5-
year period of interest only, then you could re-
fix your interest rates for 1 year, 1 year, 1 year, 
then 2 years = 5 years total. If you don’t, you 
are susceptible to break fees. 
 

4) Always be aware that interest rates can go 
back up, particularly if the NZ or worldwide 
economy returns to strength. If you have four 
properties with combined lending of $1.6 
million, the rates going from 2% to 5% over the 
space of a few years will add $48,000 of 
interest a year to your expenses. Can you 
handle that? Will you have enough rental & 
personal income to cover that?  

 

None of what is contained in this document should be 
taken as financial advice. For personalised financial 
advice speak to an independent financial advisor. 
This document is general in nature and based off 
researched & experiences strategies.  

Those were some quick ideas for managing interest 
rates. I suggest if I didn’t cover your questions or I have 
created more questions for you – that you contact me 
and ask or speak to a mortgage broker. 
 
Contact me at: contact@tobypascoeproperty.co.nz 


